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Process with stakeholders/people for Achieving a specified goal that is 
societally beneficial in a Finite time that is measured.

University Community

Local Community

State Community

Regional Community

National Community

Global / International Community 
(*caveat here*)

NSF Recommended areas of BIAspects  of Society

Used to Help 
Achieve NSF BI 

Areas 

http://bir.ou.edu/


NSF Recommended areas of BI
1. Full participation of women, persons with disabilities, and  underrepresented minorities in STEM  
(specifically African Americans, Hispanics, Native Americans, Alaska Natives, and Pacific Islanders)

2. Improved STEM education and educator development at any level

3. Increased public scientific literacy and public engagement with science and technology

4. Improved well-being of individuals in society

5. Development of a diverse, globally competitive STEM workforce

6. Increased partnerships between academia, industry, and others

7. Improved national security

8. Increased economic competitiveness of the United States

9. Enhanced infrastructure for research and education I. Broadening Participation
II. Education and Infrastructure
III. Industry and Competitiveness
IV. Everything Else

NSF Broader Impacts Categories:

http://bir.ou.edu/


Developing and Knowing Where Your 
Broader Impacts (BI) and Broader 
Impacts Activities (BIA) Fit Into 
Proposals:

Broader Impact/s (BI) - A process with stakeholders/people to achieve a societal benefit in a finite amount of time that 
is measured. This can be with/through research, teaching, public/service, outreach, many other areas, and etc. This is a 
two way or multiple benefit in which faculty also benefit, (BICF Lexicon and SBT&P, 2014).

http://bir.ou.edu/


BI Criterion: How NSF Proposals are Reviewed 

http://bir.ou.edu/


Treat Your Broader 
Impacts (BI) Like You 
Would Treat Your 
Intellectual Merit 
(IM) !!!

http://bir.ou.edu/


Facilities, Equipment, and 
Other Resources (FEOR) 
is an excellent place to 
show your infrastructure 
for NSF Broader Impacts 
(BI)!!!

Examples – Faculty Could Provide These in Their FEOR:
 The Broader Impacts in Research (BIR) organization
 Center for Research Program Development and Enrichment (CRPDE)
 Office of Undergraduate Research (OUR)

http://bir.ou.edu/


Broader Impacts are Everywhere!!!
Including Other Agency and Foundation Solicitations

NSF- National Science Foundation

NIH- National Institutes of Health

DOD- Department of Defense

NASA- National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration

ACS- American Chemical Society

UNESCO- United Nations Educational 
Scientific and Cultural Organization

http://bir.ou.edu/content/creating-broader-impacts-program
http://bir.ou.edu/
http://www.acs.org/content/acs/en/policy/policyfellowships.html


Implementing, Writing, Implementing, 
and Choosing /Developing Your Broader 
Impacts (BI) and Broader Impacts 
Activities (BIA):
Broader Impacts Activity (BIA) - Is a planned pursuit, experience, type of engagement, action, function, work, specific 
deed/s used with stakeholders/people to achieve a societal benefit a finite period of time. BIA is part of one’s broader 
impacts program and fits in one’s broader impacts identity. This is what is done with the broader impacts inputs. BIA 
should be measured (BICF Lexicon and SBT&P, 2014).

http://bir.ou.edu/


The Five Structures of Broader Impacts (BI):
BI IDENTITY:
Is who you are, the way you think about yourself, the way you are viewed by the world, 
and the characteristics that define you based off of a process/es with stakeholders/people 
to achieve a societal benefit in a finite amount of time that is measured. Everyone has a BI 
identity. 

The Broader Impacts Conceptual 
Framework (BICF):

http://bir.ou.edu/files/bir/docs/MC3_Technical_Assistance.pdf
http://bir.ou.edu/


9 Practical Applications for Developing/Choosing, 
Implementing, and Writing Your BI Activities:

1. Talk to program officer and know how NSF will evaluate your proposal***

2. All reviewers in the directorates are different- i.e. traditional vs very   
innovative bia’s (try to hit a middle ground to cover all your bases unless 
you know what the reviewers in your directorate are partial to…

3. In the BI statement don’t use complicated language and make it easy to find

4. When writing and choosing bia think and include at what level, the particular 
population, how this ties in with your assessment, how reasonable it will be to 
accomplish bia (quality over quantity), include partnerships, will there be tiered 
impacts based off of your activity/ies. Be specific in your writing!

http://bir.ou.edu/
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9 Practical Applications for Developing/Choosing, 
Implementing, and Writing Your BI Activities:

1. Talk to program officer and know how NSF will evaluate your proposal***

2. All reviewers in the directorates are different- i.e. traditional vs very   
innovative bia’s (try to hit a middle ground to cover all your bases unless 
you know what the reviewers in your directorate are partial to…

3. In the BI statement don’t use complicated language and make it easy to find

4. When writing and choosing bia think and include at what level, the particular 
population, how this ties in with your assessment, how reasonable it will be to 
accomplish bia (quality over quantity), include partnerships, will there be tiered 
impacts based off of your activity/ies. Be specific in your writing!

http://bir.ou.edu/


Too Many Broader Impact 
Activities (BIA’s) can ALARM
Reviewers You Are Not 
Serious About What 
Your Really Going 
to Do !!!

http://bir.ou.edu/


9 Practical Applications for Developing/Choosing, 
Implementing, and Writing Your BI Activities:

1. Talk to program officer and know how NSF will evaluate your proposal***

2. All reviewers in the directorates are different- i.e. traditional vs very   
innovative bia’s (try to hit a middle ground to cover all your bases unless 
you know what the reviewers in your directorate are partial to…

3. In the BI statement don’t use complicated language and make it easy to find

4. When writing and choosing bia think and include at what level, the particular 
population, how this ties in with your assessment, how reasonable it will be to 
accomplish bia (quality over quantity), include partnerships, will there be tiered 
impacts based off of your activity/ies. Be specific in your writing!

http://bir.ou.edu/


Too Many Broader Impact 
Activities (BIA’s) can ALARM
Reviewers You Are Not 
Serious About What 
Your Really Going 
to Do.
Quality Not Quantity!!!!

http://bir.ou.edu/


Be strategic in what you say are your inputs, 
activities, and outputs that support each of your 
outcomes.

The Broader Impacts Conceptual 
Framework (BICF):

http://bir.ou.edu/files/bir/docs/MC3_Technical_Assistance.pdf
http://bir.ou.edu/


9 Practical Applications for Developing/Choosing, 
Implementing, and Writing Your BI Activities:

1. Talk to program officer and know how NSF will evaluate your proposal***

2. All reviewers in the directorates are different- i.e. traditional vs very   
innovative bia’s (try to hit a middle ground to cover all your bases unless 
you know what the reviewers in your directorate are partial to…

3. In the BI statement don’t use complicated language and make it easy to find

4. When writing and choosing bia think and include at what level, the particular 
population, how this ties in with your assessment, how reasonable it will be to 
accomplish bia (quality over quantity), include partnerships, will there be tiered 
impacts based off of your activity/ies. Be specific in your writing!

http://bir.ou.edu/


9 Practical Applications for Writing, Developing, and 
Implementing Your BI Activities continued…

5. Have documented evidence of your BI identity- i.e. posters, Twitter, 
Facebook, your website, other peoples websites

6. Generate a timeline for the research and your BI

7. Talk about short, or mid, and/or long term outcomes of your bia with a 
guaranteed roadmap for success  (always make sure you can accomplish 
what you say you will do!!!!!)

8. Write how your bia fits to help accomplish at least one of the nine NSF 
Recommended BI

9. You need to have BI pilot data like you need research pilot data!!!!

http://bir.ou.edu/


Have Documented 
Evidence of Your 
Broader 
Impacts!!!

Other Examples: Websites, Posters, Blogs, Articles, Local 
News, Get Featured on Facebook, and etc.,

http://bir.ou.edu/


9 Practical Applications for Writing, Developing, and 
Implementing Your BI Activities continued…

5. Have documented evidence of your BI identity- i.e. posters, Twitter, 
Facebook, your website, other peoples websites

6. Generate a timeline for the research and your BI

7. Talk about short, or mid, and/or long term outcomes of your bia with a 
guaranteed roadmap for success  (always make sure you can accomplish 
what you say you will do!!!!!)

8. Write how your bia fits to help accomplish at least one of the nine NSF 
Recommended BI

9. You need to have BI pilot data like you need research pilot data!!!!

http://bir.ou.edu/


Getting All of This Condensed and 
Written Into My NSF Proposal in a 
Nice Succinct Way.

http://bir.ou.edu/
http://bir.ou.edu/files/bir/docs/MC3_Technical_Assistance.pdf


9 Practical Applications for Writing, Developing, and 
Implementing Your BI Activities continued…

5. Have documented evidence of your BI identity- i.e. posters, Twitter, 
Facebook, your website, other peoples websites

6. Generate a timeline for the research and your BI

7. Talk about short, or mid, and/or long term outcomes of your bia with a 
guaranteed roadmap for success  (always make sure you can accomplish 
what you say you will do!!!!!)

8. Write how your bia fits to help accomplish at least one of the nine NSF 
Recommended BI

9. You need to have BI pilot data like you need research pilot data!!!!

http://bir.ou.edu/


NABI Guiding Principles 
Documents

http://bir.ou.edu/


An Example: There are Multiple ways to write a BI Project Summary 
However you write them make it clear !!!

Use at least one of the nine (9)
NSF recommended broader 
impacts and say how what you 
are doing fits to support at 
least one of these areas.

*ANOTHER  IDEA*

http://bir.ou.edu/
http://bir.ou.edu/files/bir/docs/Presentation_for_NSF_Broader_Impacts_Specifics_III.pdf


An Example: There are Multiple ways to write a BI Project Summary 
and Narrative- However you write them make it clear !!!

Use at least one of the nine (9)
NSF recommended broader 
impacts and say how what you 
are doing fits to support at 
least one of these areas.

The BI Narrative

*ANOTHER  IDEA*

http://bir.ou.edu/
http://bir.ou.edu/files/bir/docs/Presentation_for_NSF_Broader_Impacts_Specifics_III.pdf
http://bir.ou.edu/files/bir/docs/Presentation_for_NSF_Broader_Impacts_Specifics_III.pdf


ADDITIONAL SLIDE:
Putting Things in Context in Response to Faculty 
Questions Concerning Stakeholders:

http://bir.ou.edu/


1. Know why you care and what you 
love to talk about concerning your 
research, scholarship, creative activity

2. Develop sustainable long-term 
relationships and partnerships

• communicate, cooperate, collaborate

3. Know your audience, figure out 
how to communicate, continue 
communicating, and always let the 
audience communicate back to you 
(bip & bia)…

200 US Taxpayers

74.3 Taxpayers Kids Ages 
0-17

20.3 Students in Higher 
Education

1.56 Higher Education 
Staff and Faculty

Numbers  in  Mi l l ion

Developing and Implementing: Other Items YOU Should 
be Thinking About and Doing?

Note: this slide was discussed 
but not shown in the video.

http://bir.ou.edu/


Special Thankyou To:

The material is based on work supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. OIA-1301789. Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this material are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the 
views of the National Science Foundation. The Broader Impacts in Research (BIR) organization is a participant in the NSF Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive Research (EPSCoR) of Oklahoma.

http://bir.ou.edu/
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